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AN AUGMENTED CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
FOR SOLVING CONSECUTIVE
SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE LINEAR SYSTEMS∗
JOCELYNE ERHEL† AND FRÉDÉRIC GUYOMARC’H†
Abstract. Many scientiﬁc applications require one to solve successively linear systems Ax = b
with diﬀerent right-hand sides b and a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix A. The conjugate gradient
method applied to the ﬁrst system generates a Krylov subspace which can be eﬃciently recycled
thanks to orthogonal projections in subsequent systems. A modiﬁed conjugate gradient method is
then applied with a speciﬁc initial guess and initial descent direction and a modiﬁed descent direction
during the iterations. This paper gives new theoretical results for this method and proposes a new
version. Numerical experiments show the eﬃcacy of our method even for quite diﬀerent right-hand
sides.
Key words. conjugate gradient, Krylov subspace, orthogonal projection
AMS subject classiﬁcations. 65F10, 65F35
PII. S0895479897330194

1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with the solution of several
symmetric linear systems of the form
Ax(i) = b(i) ,
where A is a N × N symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix. If A is not too large, a direct
method is competitive since it only requires one factorization for several triangular
solves. However, if A is large, an iterative method such as the conjugate gradient
(CG) or the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) is usually necessary because
of memory constraints [4, 25]. The aim of this paper is to speed up the convergence
of CG or PCG in order to reduce the CPU cost. The method should keep memory
requirements low and vectorize or parallelize easily. Here we assume that the diﬀerent
right-hand sides b(i) are computed sequentially. The main idea is to solve the ﬁrst
system by CG and to recycle in the subsequent systems the Krylov subspace Km (A, s0 )
generated in the seed system.
1.1. Some examples. This situation arises, for instance, when a new right-hand
side depends upon previous solutions. Many applications lead to such problems.
• The asymptotic development of solutions of thick plates problems requires
solving successive symmetric positive deﬁnite linear systems. The matrix is
the same, but each solution at a given order of development depends upon
the previous order [15].
• Nonlinear systems are often solved by an approximate Newton method where
the approximate Jacobian matrix is frozen during several iterations. Each
iteration then requires solving a linear system with a matrix unchanged and
with a varying right-hand side which depends upon the previous iteration.
Such nonlinear systems appear, for example, in implicit discretizations of
diﬀerential equations.
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• To compute generalized eigenvalues close to a given value σ, one often uses
the so-called shift-and-invert method. This implies solving at each iteration
of the eigenvalue solver linear systems of the form (A − σB)x(i) = b(i) .
• When nonlinear least squares problems are solved by gradient methods, each
iteration requires the computation of the gradient or a preconditioned gradient. If the preconditioning is a given and ﬁxed linear operator, then computing the preconditioned gradient will involve solving a new linear system
with a ﬁxed matrix (the preconditioning matrix) and a varying right-hand
side. This example arises in a wave-scattering problem studied in [3], where
the gradient is preconditioned by a Laplacian.
1.2. Previous work. This problem of solving successive linear systems has been
studied by several authors.
When the diﬀerent right-hand sides are known a priori, then block CG methods
are eﬃcient [20]. In [6], block CG is combined with a seed projection method which
generates a Krylov subspace for the so-called seed system and projects the residuals
of other systems onto this subspace. Similar ideas are developed in [13, 21, 28]. This
method is also extended to varying matrices [5].
Here we assume that the diﬀerent right-hand sides b(i) are computed sequentially.
A ﬁrst idea is to use previous systems to derive an initial guess for the current system.
In [12], the current right-hand side is A-projected onto the subspace spanned by the
l previous approximate solutions, where l is a user-chosen parameter. When A is
symmetric and possibly indeﬁnite, a similar idea to the seed projection is introduced
in [22] and further analyzed in [24]. This method computes an initial approximation
by using a projection onto the Krylov subspace Km (A, s0 ). Saad [24] shows that this
so-called restarted Lanczos–Galerkin method is in some sense equivalent to a block
Lanczos method. Van der Vorst [30] gives a more stable formulation to compute the
initial guess and extends the method to problems of the form f (A)x = b.
A second idea is to use information from previous systems in the iterations. In
[22] and [24], the classical Lanczos procedure is modiﬁed so that the new Lanczos
vector is orthogonal to Km (A, s0 ). This modiﬁed Lanczos method starts with the
initial approximation deﬁned previously. It appears suﬃcient to orthogonalize the
current Lanczos vector against the last vector in Km (A, s0 ). This method is no longer
equivalent to a block Lanczos method.
If the matrix is symmetric positive deﬁnite, the same approach can be applied
to the CG method. It has the usual advantage of CG compared to Lanczos implementation. Indeed, the projected matrix is implicitly factored by recurrences at each
iteration rather than explicitly at convergence. This modiﬁed CG method is applied
in [23, 11, 2] in a domain decomposition framework. The small interface problem is
solved by CG and several systems are solved successively because the initial problem
is nonlinear. This modiﬁed CG method implements the two ideas presented above,
since it uses the ﬁrst Krylov subspace Km (A, s0 ) by computing an initial approximation and by forcing orthogonality against Km (A, s0 ) during iterations. But here,
the current direction is orthogonalized against all previous directions to avoid loss
of orthogonality due to rounding errors. Numerical experiments show a signiﬁcant
improvement over the classical CG method.
This idea is somewhat related to deﬂation methods. A deﬂation has been applied
to CG in [19] for boundary value problems, and more recently in [26] for general symmetric positive deﬁnite systems. Similar ideas have been also applied to nonsymmetric
problems using the GMRES algorithm [17, 7, 8, 1, 10, 9, 18, 16].
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1.3. Contribution. In this paper, we present two algorithms called InitCG and
AugCG. They are both CG forms for use when the symmetric matrix is positive
deﬁnite and are derived from Lanczos-based algorithms described in [24].
InitCG computes an initial approximate solution as in [22] and [24] but uses the
stable formulation proposed in [30] and uses the CG method instead of the Lanczos
method. As in [24] for Lanczos, we prove that during the ﬁrst iterations InitCG is
in some sense equivalent to a block CG algorithm. Our numerical experiments show
that InitCG is eﬃcient if the second right-hand side is close to the ﬁrst one.
AugCG includes a Krylov correction at each iteration. It is similar to the modiﬁed
Lanczos method of [24] but here too uses the CG method. It is also similar to the
modiﬁed CG method used in [11] for domain decomposition methods but uses a
recurrence property rather than a full orthogonalization.
The main contribution of the paper is to prove an error bound giving the asymptotic rate of convergence of our AugCG algorithm. As far as we know, this result is
new, although some lines of the proof can be found in [19].
Here we use the framework from [14] to design a balanced projection method
deﬁned by a solution space condition and a Petrov–Galerkin condition. Thanks to
this formalism, it is straightforward to prove the convergence of the method. Then
we prove that this balanced projection method possesses a four-term recurrence, so
that the overhead introduced is very small.
Our AugCG method introduces at each step k the subspace Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) =
Km (A, s0 ) + Span{r0 , r1 , . . . , rk }, where r0 , r1 , . . . , rk are the previous residuals. Our
objective is to characterize this subspace, which is not a Krylov subspace. To achieve
this, we introduce the matrix H of the A-orthogonal projection onto Km (A, s0 )⊥A .
The main result, which is new, is that Span{r0 , r1 , . . . , rk } is the Krylov subspace
Kk (H ∗ AH, r0 ). This allows us to derive an error bound involving the condition number of the matrix H ∗ AH.
To prove this result, we use a polynomial formalism with polynomials in the
two variables A and H. We give another proof, which was ﬁrst outlined in [19]
and developed in [26], based on the fact that AugCG is equivalent to the CG method
preconditioned by the symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix HH ∗ and with the same
initial approximation. Since the preconditioning is here singular, the usual results on
PCG do not directly apply but must be proved in this context.
Our numerical experiments illustrate the behavior of AugCG algorithm. We observe that AugCG has a better asymptotic convergence than CG or InitCG. We did
not investigate the numerical stability of AugCG. It may happen that full orthogonalization is required, as in domain decomposition methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the properties of CG needed
in the new algorithms. Section 3 deﬁnes the algorithm InitCG and studies its convergence. Section 4 presents the algorithm AugCG and studies its convergence thanks
to a polynomial formalism and to a preconditioning formalism. Section 5 deals with
some practical considerations, such as complexity, memory requirements, numerical
stability, and preconditioning. Finally, section 6 presents our numerical results and
section 7 gives concluding remarks.
1.4. Notation. We introduce some notation which will be useful throughout
the paper. We denote (x, y) the scalar product between the two vectors x and y of
RN ; the transpose of the matrix B is denoted by B ∗ . Span(B) denotes the subspace
spanned by the column vectors of B. R[X] denotes the set of polynomials in one
variable; Rj [X] denotes the set of polynomials in one variable of degree at most j;
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RX, Y  denotes the set of polynomials in two noncommutative variables.
2. Background. Let A be a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix of RN,N and let
(2.1)

Ay = c,

(2.2)

Ax = b

be two successive linear systems to solve.
We assume that a classical CG algorithm is used to solve the ﬁrst system (2.1).
We do the analysis for CG, but the same applies for PCG. To set the notation, the
algorithm is given below.
Algorithm 1. CG1.
* iterative solution of Ay = c;
* Initialization;
choose y0 ;
s0 = c − Ay0 ;
w0 = s0 ;
* Iteration;
for j = 0, 1, . . . until convergence do
γj = (sj , sj )/(wj , Awj );
yj+1 = yj + γj wj ;
sj+1 = sj − γj Awj ;
δj+1 = (sj+1 , sj+1 )/(sj , sj );
wj+1 = sj+1 + δj+1 wj ;
end do
Let Sj = (s0 , s1 , . . . , sj ) and Wj = (w0 , w1 , . . . , wj ) be the set of residuals and
conjugate directions generated. Recall that
(2.3)

Sj∗ Sj = ∆j , Wj∗ AWj = Dj , Span(Sj ) = Span(Wj ) = Kj (A, s0 ),

where ∆j and Dj are diagonal matrices and Kj (A, s0 ) is the Krylov subspace of
dimension j + 1 generated by the initial residual s0 .
We also recall the following result, which introduces the projections Hj and Hj∗ .
Definition 2.1. Let Hj = I − Wj Dj−1 (AWj )∗ be the matrix of the A-orthogonal
projection onto Kj (A, s0 )⊥A ; Hj∗ = I − (AWj )Dj−1 Wj∗ is the A−1 -orthogonal projection onto Kj (A, s0 )⊥ .
Theorem 2.2. The residual sj satisﬁes the relations sj+1 = Hj∗ s0 (j ≥ 0) and
∗
Hm sj = sj for m < j.
Proof. s1 = H0∗ s0 since w0 = s0 . We prove the ﬁrst relation by induction. We
∗
have sj+1 = sj − γj Awj and (sj , sj ) = (wj , sj ) = (wj , s0 ) so that sj+1 = Hj−1
s0 −
∗
∗
Awj 1/(wj , Awj ) wj s0 = Hj s0 .
∗
∗
For m < j, Wm
sj = 0 so that Hm
sj = sj .
3. InitCG algorithm. We now want to use this information to speed up the
solution of the second system (2.2). We will use m vectors, with m given, and from
now on omit the index m in S, W, D, H, H ∗ .
A ﬁrst idea, introduced in [22, 24, 30] for the Lanczos method, is to choose an
initial guess x0 such that the initial residual r0 = b − Ax0 is orthogonal to the Krylov
subspace Km (A, s0 ). We thus want to enforce the orthogonality conditions
(3.1)

W ∗ r0 = 0.
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Proposition 3.1. Let x−1 be any initial approximate solution and r−1 = b −
Ax−1 . To guarantee (3.1), we must choose
(3.2)

x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 , r0 = b − Ax0 = H ∗ r−1 .

Proof. W ∗ r0 = 0 is equivalent to r0 ∈ Im(H ∗ ); in other words
W ∗ r0 = 0 ⇔ ∃u,

r0 = H ∗ u.

Thus (3.1) implies that r0 = b − Ax0 = u − AW D−1 W ∗ u. Multiplying by A−1 , we
get x0 = A−1 (b − u) + W D−1 W ∗ u. Let x−1 = A−1 (b − u), then u = b − Ax−1 , so
that
x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 , with r−1 = b − Ax−1 .
Conversely, if x0 satisﬁes (3.2), then r0 = H ∗ r−1 .
As far as x−1 is concerned, we can choose, for example, x−1 = y0 . Then r−1 =
b − Ax−1 = b − c + s0 and r0 = H ∗ r−1 = H ∗ (b − c) + sm .
We can also choose x−1 = yj , where j > m is the number of iterations in the
ﬁrst system. Then r−1 = b − Ax−1 = b − c + sj and r0 = H ∗ r−1 = H ∗ (b − c) + sj .
This second solution is interesting because sj A−1 ≤ sm A−1 . Anyway, the quality
of the initial solution will depend upon H ∗ (b − c) A−1 .
We then use the CG algorithm as usual, starting with p0 = r0 . We get the
following algorithm, which we call InitCG.
Algorithm 2. InitCG.
* iterative solution of Ax = b;
* Initialization;
choose x−1 ;
r−1 = b − Ax−1 ;
x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 ;
r0 = b − Ax0 ;
p0 = r0 ;
* Iteration;
for k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence do
αk = (rk , rk )/(pk , Apk );
xk+1 = xk + αk pk ;
rk+1 = rk − αk Apk ;
βk+1 = (rk+1 , rk+1 )/(rk , rk );
pk+1 = rk+1 + βk+1 pk ;
end do
InitCG is still a CG method. However, during the ﬁrst m/2 iterations, this algorithm is equivalent to a block CG method.
Theorem 3.2. Let n be the number of iterations in the second resolution. As
long as n ≤ m/2, the CG algorithm applied to the linear system Ax = b, started with
the initial guess x0 and initial residual r0 given by (3.2), where x−1 is any vector, is
mathematically equivalent to the block CG algorithm with block size of 2 started with
the block [s0 , r0 ].
Of course, this result has no practical interest since r0 is not known before W is
built, so that the block CG should start after the ﬁrst system has been solved. Anyway,
it has a theoretical interest. For the ﬁrst m/2 iterations, we get an accelerated scheme
compared to a classical CG method. To prove this theorem, we follow and detail the
proof given in [24] for the Lanczos method.
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Proof. Let Sj = (s0 , s1 , . . . , sj ) and Rk = (r0 , r1 , . . . , rk ). We ﬁrst show that
Span(Sj ) is orthogonal to Span(Rk ) for all (j, k) such that j + k ≤ m.
Let s and r be two vectors of Span(Sj ) and Span(Rk ), respectively. Thanks to
(2.3), there exist a polynomial Q ∈ Rj [X] and a polynomial P ∈ Rk [X] such that
s = Q(A)s0 and r = P (A)r0 . Therefore,
s∗ r = (Q(A)s0 )∗ (P (A)r0 )
and we only have to prove the orthogonality for monomials such as Ai s0 and Al r0
with i ≤ j and l ≤ k. This property comes from the choice of the initial residual r0 ;
indeed, since A is symmetric,
(Ai s0 )∗ (Al r0 ) = (Ai+l s0 )∗ r0 .
Now, since i + l ≤ j + k ≤ m, Ai+l s0 ∈ Km (A, s0 ) = Span(W ), and by construction
W ∗ r0 = 0, so we conclude that (Ai s0 )∗ (Ai r0 ) = 0 and consequently s∗ r = 0.
Now, we consider a block CG algorithm started with the block [s0 , r0 ], with r0
deﬁned by (3.2).
We denote by [sk , rk ] the block of size 2 of residuals and by [wk , pk ] the block of
size 2 of descent directions. The block CG algorithm, with no preconditioning, gives
[sk+1 , rk+1 ] = [sk , rk ] − A[wk , pk ]ηk ,
where
ηk = ([wk , pk ]∗ A[wk , pk ])−1 [sk , rk ]∗ [sk , rk ].
As long as k + 1 ≤ m/2, so that 2k + 1 ≤ m, we have wk∗ Apk = p∗k Awk = 0 since
Awk ∈ Span(Sk+1 ) and pk ∈ Span(Rk ). Hence
[wk , pk ]∗ A[wk , pk ] =




0
.
p∗k Apk

wk∗ Awk
0

Also s∗k rk = 0 since sk ∈ Span(Sk ) and rk ∈ Span(Rk ), so
∗



[sk , rk ] [sk , rk ] =

s∗k sk
0


0
.
rk∗ rk

Hence we get

ηk =

s∗k sk /wk∗ Awk
0

0
rk∗ rk /p∗k Apk




=

γk
0

0
αk



and

sk+1 = sk − γk Awk ,
rk+1 = rk − αk Apk ,
which is exactly what is given by Algorithms 1 and 2. The proof is similar for the
computation of [wk , pk ].
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4. AugCG algorithm.
4.1. Construction of AugCG. Another way to improve the convergence is
to keep the orthogonality condition throughout the iterations. This method was
developed for the Lanczos algorithm in [22, 24]. It was also deﬁned for the CG
algorithm in [19, 23, 11].
We still denote by xk the current approximate solution, by rk the current residual
rk = b − Axk , by ek = x − xk the current error where x is the exact solution, and by
pk the current descent direction.
The idea here is to build the method with two subspaces: the Krylov subspace
Km (A, s0 ) already computed and the subspace Span(r0 , r1 , . . . , rk ). A condition to
satisfy is that the residual rk+1 must be orthogonal to both subspaces and that the
descent direction pk+1 must be A-conjugate to both subspaces. These orthogonality
conditions will appear to be satisﬁed by a recurrence relation.
We thus start with x0 and r0 as deﬁned by (3.2). We must start with a descent
direction A-orthogonal to Span(W ), so that we must choose
(4.1)

p0 = (I − W D−1 (AW )∗ )r0 = Hr0 .

Our method is a projection method onto a subspace which is not a Krylov subspace. This subspace is deﬁned by
(4.2) Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) = Km (A, s0 ) + Span(r0 , r1 , . . . , rk ) = Span(W ) + Span(Rk ).
Our projection method is then deﬁned by the solution space condition
(4.3)

xk+1 − xk ∈ Km,k (A, s0 , r0 )

and by the Petrov–Galerkin condition
(4.4)

(rk+1 , z) = 0

for all z ∈ Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ).

The algorithm, which we call augmented conjugate gradient (AugCG), deﬁned
by (3.2), (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), is a balanced projection method (BPM) based
on the matrix B = A as deﬁned in [14]. Since A is assumed to be HPD, we therefore
have immediately the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix. The algorithm
AugCG applied to the linear system Ax = b will not break down at any step. The
approximate solution xk is the unique minimizer of the error ek A over the solution
space Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) and there exists , > 0 independent of e0 such that for all k
ek

A

≤ (1 − ,) ek−1

A.

Proof. See Theorems 2.4, 2.6, and 2.7 in [14].
We will now prove that AugCG can be implemented with a four-term recurrence. The solution space condition (4.3) will be satisﬁed as usual in the CG. The
Petrov–Galerkin condition (4.4) will be satisﬁed simply thanks to three orthogonality
conditions: the current residual rk+1 is orthogonal to rk , and the current descent
direction pk+1 is A-conjugate to pk and to the last vector wm . This recurrence means
that the complexity of the inner loop is similar to the classical CG. Our new method
adds merely one dot-product and one vector update at each iteration. We will prove
that the following algorithm implements the projection method AugCG.
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Algorithm 3. AugCG.
* iterative solution of Ax = b;
* Initialization;
choose x−1 ;
r−1 = b − Ax−1 ;
x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 ;
r0 = b − Ax0 ;
p0 = (I − W D−1 (AW )∗ )r0 ;
* Iteration;
for k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence do
αk = (rk , rk )/(pk , Apk );
xk+1 = xk + αk pk ;
rk+1 = rk − αk Apk ;
βk+1 = (rk+1 , rk+1 )/(rk , rk );
µk+1 = (rk+1 , Awm )/(wm , Awm );
pk+1 = rk+1 + βk+1 pk − µk+1 wm ;
end do
As shown in Algorithm 3, we introduce a new scalar µk+1 and a new update for
the descent direction pk+1 . The initialization step guarantees the relations (3.2) and
(4.1).
Theorem 4.2. Algorithm 3 implements the BPM AugCG deﬁned by (3.2), (4.1),
(4.2), (4.3), and (4.4). More precisely,
z ∗ rk+1 = 0 and z ∗ Apk+1 = 0 for all z ∈ Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ).
Proof. p0 ∈ Span(W ) + Span(R0 ) and by induction pk ∈ Span(W ) + Span(Rk )
so that Algorithm 3 satisﬁes the solution space condition (4.3). Indeed,
Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) = Span(W ) + Span(Rk ) = Span(W ) + Span(Pk ).
As for the orthogonality conditions, we ﬁrst prove by induction that W ∗ rk = 0
and W ∗ Apk = 0. This is true for k = 0. Now we assume it is true at step k. So
W ∗ rk+1 = W ∗ rk − αk W ∗ Apk = 0
and
W ∗ Apk+1 = W ∗ A(rk+1 − µk+1 wm ) + βk+1 W ∗ Apk
so that we have to prove that W ∗ A(rk+1 − µk+1 wm ) = 0. To get this, we show that
Hrk+1 = rk+1 − µk+1 wm .
Indeed,
Hrk+1 = rk+1 − µk+1 wm −

j=m−1

j=1

(rk+1 , Awj )
wj .
(wj , Awj )

For j ≤ m − 1, Awj ∈ Span(w0 , . . . , wj+1 ) ⊂ Span(W ) and W ∗ rk+1 = 0 so that
(rk+1 , Awj ) = 0. Consequently, Hrk+1 = rk+1 − µk+1 wm and W ∗ Apk+1 = 0.
Now we have to prove by induction that rj∗ rk+1 = 0 and p∗j Apk+1 = 0 for all
j ≤ k.
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This is true for k = 0; assuming it is true for k, then
rj∗ rk+1 = rj∗ rk − αk rj∗ Apk .
We ﬁrst assume that j ≤ k − 1. Then rj∗ rk = 0 by induction. Also rj ∈ Span(W ) +
Span(Pj ) so that rj∗ Apk = 0 by induction and by the property W ∗ Apk = 0 already
proved, so that rj∗ rk+1 = 0. For j = k, we have
rk∗ rk+1 = rk∗ rk − αk rk∗ Apk ,
∗
Apk = p∗k Apk so that by deﬁnition of αk we
but rk∗ Apk = p∗k Apk − βk p∗k−1 Apk + µk wm
∗
get rk rk+1 = 0.
So it remains to prove p∗j Apk+1 = 0. We ﬁrst assume that j ≤ k − 1. Then

p∗j Apk+1 = p∗j Ark+1 + βk+1 p∗j Apk − µk+1 p∗j Awm ,
∗
∗
Apj = rk+1
(rj − rj+1 )/αj = 0 by the result proved just above,
but p∗j Ark+1 = rk+1
∗
pj Apk = 0 by induction, and p∗j Awm = 0 by the previous result, so that p∗j Apk+1 = 0.
For j = k we have
∗
Apk + βk+1 p∗k Apk − µk+1 p∗k Awm ,
p∗k Apk+1 = rk+1
∗
∗
∗
Apk = rk+1
(rk − rk+1 )/αk+1 = −rk+1
rk+1 /αk+1 and p∗k Awm = 0, so that by
but rk+1
∗
deﬁnition of αk+1 and βk+1 we get pk Apk+1 = 0.
This completes the proof.

4.2. Polynomial formalism. A polynomial version of the AugCG algorithm
will enable us to characterize the subspace Km,k . We ﬁrst express rk and pk with
polynomials in two variables, A and H. More precisely, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3. For k ≥ 0, there exist two polynomials in two variables Φk (X, Y )
and Ψk (X, Y ) in RX, Y  such that rk = Φk (A, H)r0 and pk = Ψk (A, H)r0 .
Furthermore Φ0 (X, Y ) = 1, Ψ0 (X, Y ) = Y, and we have the following recurrence
relations in the polynomial space RX, Y :
Φk+1 (X, Y )
Ψk+1 (X, Y )

= Φk (X, Y ) − αk XΨk (X, Y ),
= Y Φk+1 (X, Y ) + βk+1 Ψk (X, Y ).

Proof. Since p0 = Hr0 , we deﬁne immediately Φ0 (X, Y ) = 1 and Ψ0 (X, Y ) = Y .
The recurrences are deduced from Algorithm 3: it is easy to rewrite the deﬁnition
of rk+1 as Φk+1 (A, H)r0 = Φk (A, H)r0 − αk AΨk (A, H)r0 which gives the recurrence
relation for Φk . Recalling that Hrk+1 = rk+1 − µk+1 wm we rewrite the deﬁnition of
pk+1 as
Ψk+1 (A, H)r0 = HΦk+1 (A, H)r0 + βk+1 Ψk (A, H)r0
which gives the recurrence relation for Ψk .
We can simplify the polynomial expression by introducing polynomials in only
one variable, XY . Indeed, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.4. For k ≥ 0, there exist polynomials of degree k in one variable
Ξk (Z) and Ωk (Z) in Rk [Z] such that
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(4.5)

Φk (X, Y ) = Ξk (XY ) and Ψk (X, Y ) = Y Ωk (XY ).

Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction: It is true for k = 0, since
Φ0 (X, Y ) = 1 and Ψ0 (X, Y ) = Y . Assuming it is true at step k, then
Φk+1 (X, Y ) =
=
=
Ψk+1 (X, Y ) =
=
=
=

Φk (X, Y ) − αk XΨk (X, Y )
Ξk (XY ) − αk XY Ωk (XY )
Ξk+1 (XY ),
Y Φk+1 (X, Y ) + βk+1 Ψk (X, Y )
Y Ξk+1 (XY ) + βk+1 Y Ωk (XY )
Y (Ξk+1 (XY ) + βk+1 Ωk (XY ))
Y Ωk+1 (XY ).

Clearly, by induction, Ξk+1 (Z) and Ωk+1 (Z) are of degree k + 1.
This simple polynomial formulation leads to a characterization of the subspace
Span(Rk ) as a Krylov subspace. This result, which is new as far as we know, is
important since it allows us to derive an asymptotic error bound.
Theorem 4.5. For k ≥ 0, Span(r0 , . . . , rk ) = Kk (H ∗ AH, r0 ) and
⊥A

Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) = Km (A, s0 ) ⊕ Kk (H ∗ AH, r0 ).
Proof. Since the polynomial Ξk (Z) is of degree k, polynomials (Ξi (Z))i=0...k are
independent and build a basis of Rk [Z]. Therefore, since rk = Ξk (AH)r0 ,
Span(r0 , . . . , rk ) = Kk (AH, r0 ).
It is easy to show that H ∗ AH = AH so that by induction (H ∗ AH)i r0 = (AH)i r0
and
Span(r0 , . . . , rk ) = Kk (H ∗ AH, r0 ).
The characterization of Km,k follows immediately.
We can use classical results of conjugate gradient theory: algorithm AugCG computes the minimum over Km,k which is no larger than the minimum over Kk (H ∗AH, r0 ).
Corollary 4.6. Let κ1 be the condition number of H ∗ AH; the error at iteration
k in algorithm AugCG satisﬁes
ek

A

≤ 2 e0


√
κ1 − 1 k
.
√
A
κ1 + 1

This result means that the asymptotic rate of convergence of AugCG is the same
as or better than that for the classical CG because the condition number κ1 of H ∗ AH
is no larger than the condition number κ0 of A.
4.3. Preconditioned formalism. We brieﬂy present another way to get the
same result, which is developed in [19] for the orthodir version of CG and in [26] for
any W . We still consider the projections H and H ∗ . We will show that algorithm
AugCG is equivalent to CG preconditioned by the symmetric positive semideﬁnite
matrix HH ∗ and started by (3.2).
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Indeed, AugCG can be rewritten in the following form.
Algorithm 4. AugCG—preconditioned form.
* iterative solution of Ax = b;
* Initialization;
choose x−1 ;
r−1 = b − Ax−1 ;
x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 ;
r0 = b − Ax0 = H ∗ r−1 ;
z0 = Hr0 = HH ∗ r0 ;
p 0 = z0 ;
* Iteration;
for k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence do
αk = (rk , zk )/(pk , Apk );
xk+1 = xk + αk pk ;
rk+1 = rk − αk Apk ;
zk+1 = Hrk+1 = HH ∗ rk+1 ;
βk+1 = (rk+1 , zk+1 )/(rk , zk );
pk+1 = zk+1 + βk+1 pk ;
end do
Compared to Algorithm 3, we introduced the matrix H using the fact that H ∗ rk =
rk , p0 = Hr0 , and rk+1 − µk+1 wm = Hrk+1 ; we also used the equality (rk , zk ) =
(rk , rk ), which comes from (rk , zk ) = (rk , Hrk ) = (H ∗ rk , rk ) = (rk , rk ).
Therefore, algorithm AugCG is nothing else than PCG with the symmetric positive semideﬁnite preconditioning matrix HH ∗ and with the initial guess x0 . This is
not classical since usually the preconditioning matrix is nonsingular.
As for any PCG, even with a singular preconditioner, we can prove by recurrence that rk ∈ Kk (AH, r0 ) and pk ∈ HKk (AH, r0 ). These properties are stated in
Theorem 4.4 in a polynomial form.
Though the preconditioner is semideﬁnite, the algorithm is well deﬁned, converges
and does not break down, because r0 is chosen orthogonal to W . These properties
are stated in theorem 3.2. Therefore, the theory on PCG applies, the algorithm can
be rewritten as CG applied to H ∗ AHy = H ∗ b, and the asymptotic convergence rate
is governed by the condition number of H ∗ AH. This result is stated in Corollary 4.6.
5. Practical considerations.
5.1. Complexity and memory requirements of InitCG and AugCG. We
ﬁrst consider operations count. The initial guess computation in InitCG and AugCG
is the most time-consuming overhead. The computation of x0 in InitCG and AugCG
is a BLAS2 operation (projection onto a subspace of size m). The computation of p0
in AugCG is also a BLAS2 operation.
On the other hand, iterations in InitCG have the same cost as iterations of CG and
each iteration of AugCG adds merely one dot-product and one vector update (BLAS1
operations), both of which are very cheap. We emphasize that neither InitCG nor
AugCG induces new matrix-vector products. Hence the global overhead introduced
should be easily balanced by the reduction in the number of iterations. Moreover, all
operations are of type BLAS2 or BLAS1 so they easily vectorize or parallelize.
Let us examine now the memory requirements. Here too the initial guess computation in InitCG and AugCG is the most expensive. It requires storing the m vectors
W . In contrast, the iterations of AugCG need no more than two extra vectors (wm
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and Awm ). Hence it seems reasonable to use secondary storage for W if the main
memory is not large enough.
If we do not rely on secondary storage, the question of the choice of m arises.
This will be analyzed in numerical experiments.
5.2. Numerical stability of InitCG and AugCG. Now, we must also analyze the eﬀect of rounding errors. Quite often in Lanczos-type methods, rounding
errors lead to a loss of orthogonality, which implies poor convergence or divergence.
This situation is analyzed for modiﬁed Lanczos method in [22] and [30]. In InitCG
and AugCG, we enforce the initial orthogonality conditions (3.1). In AugCG, we also
enforce two orthogonality conditions during the iterations.
As far as (3.1) is concerned, we follow the scheme proposed in [30] for the initial
residual r0 which merely implements a modiﬁed Gram–Schmidt process. We extend
this scheme to the initial descent direction p0 . This ensures numerical stability for
both r0 and p0 .
During iterations of AugCG, the new descent direction pk+1 is enforced to be
A-orthogonal to the last vector in the previous system wm and to the previous descent direction pk . Here too we apply a modiﬁed Gram–Schmidt process by ﬁrst
A-orthogonalizing against wm then A-orthogonalizing against pk . Anyway, loss of
orthogonality can appear during the iterations of AugCG, as observed in [26]. A full
orthogonalization, as in [26] and [2], can remedy this phenomenon in most situations.
We do not investigate full orthogonalization further here.
5.3. Preconditioned versions InitPCG and AugPCG. We also analyze the
application of AugCG to PCG, which we call AugPCG, since in practice we will use
a preconditioned version of the algorithm. We assume that PCG has been applied in
the ﬁrst system with the symmetric positive deﬁnite preconditioning matrix M −1 . So
now
Span(W ) = M −1 Span(S) = M −1 Km (AM −1 , s0 ).
The method AugPCG is deﬁned by the subspace
Km,k (A, s0 , r0 ) = M −1 (Span(S) + Span(Rk )) = Span(W ) + Span(Pk )
with the subspace condition (4.3) and the Petrov–Galerkin condition (4.4). The results
proved above still hold, with the following characterization of Span(Rk ):
Span(Rk ) = Kk (AHM −1 , r0 ).
Therefore, AugPCG can be viewed as CG preconditioned by both HH ∗ and M −1 ,
and we have the following implementation.
Algorithm 5. AugPCG.
* iterative solution of Ax = b;
* save vectors wj and Awj in secondary storage j = 1, . . . , m − 1;
* save vectors wm and Awm in main memory;
* save quantities (wj , Awj ) in a vector of length m;
* Initialization;
choose x−1 ;
x0 = x−1 ;
r0 = b − Ax0 ;
for j = 1 to m do
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σj = (r0 , wj )/(wj , Awj );
x0 = x0 + σj wj ;
r0 = r0 − σj Awj ;
end do;
z0 = M −1 r0 ;
for j = 1 to m do
z0 = z0 − (z0 , Awj )/(wj , Awj )wj ;
end do;
p 0 = z0 ;
* Iteration;
for k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence do
αk = (rk , zk )/(pk , Apk );
xk+1 = xk + αk pk ;
rk+1 = rk − αk Apk ;
zk+1 = M −1 rk+1 ;
µk+1 = (zk+1 , Awm )/(wm , Awm );
zk+1 = zk+1 − µk+1 wm ;
βk+1 = (rk+1 , zk+1 )/(rk , zk );
pk+1 = zk+1 + βk+1 pk ;
end do
InitPCG starts with the same x0 , r0 but with p0 = M −1 r0 . During iterations of
InitPCG, zk+1 = M −1 rk+1 , the same formula as in PCG.
6. Numerical experiments. We present some numerical experiments which
study the eﬃciency of our InitCG and AugCG methods. We report here results on
some test problems; other examples can be found in [26].
We implemented the method in Matlab, so we give only convergence results, since
CPU times would not give realistic comparisons. We solve a ﬁrst system Ay = c, then
a second system Ax = b. We give numerical experiments for diﬀerent matrices A.
In all our examples, we choose
c = Ae, where e = (1, 1, . . . , 1),
y0 = 0, hence s0 = c,
x−1 = yj , where j is the total number of iterations done in the ﬁrst system,
x0 = x−1 + W D−1 W ∗ r−1 .
We then study two cases for the right-hand side b. In the ﬁrst case, b(1) is “close”
to c:
b(1) = νc + ,e + AW e,
so that H ∗ b(1) = νH ∗ c + ,H ∗ e = νsm + ,H ∗ e and
(1)

r0 = (ν − 1)sm + sj + ,H ∗ e.
In the second case, b(2) is “far” from c:
b(2) = e,
so that
(2)

r0 = H ∗ (e − Ae) + sj .
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Fig. 6.1. Results for the Laplacian matrix of order 900 with right-hand side b(1) (Example 1).

The stopping criterion for the second system is
rk ≤ tol

b ,

where tol is speciﬁed for each example.
All ﬁgures plot the relative residuals rk / b versus the number of iterations.
Figure 6.1 compares CG, InitCG-unstable, and InitCG. Figures 6.2–6.6 compare
CG, InitCG, and AugCG or PCG, InitPCG, and AugPCG. In Figures 6.2–6.6,
• the dotted line plots CG or PCG started with x−1 , r−1 = b − Ax−1 ,
• the dashed line plots InitCG or InitPCG started with x0 , r0 = b − Ax0 =
H ∗ r−1 ,
• and the solid line plots AugCG or AugPCG started with x0 .
6.1. Example 1: Eﬃciency and numerical stability of InitCG. We choose
ﬁrst the matrix of the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions discretized by a
centered 5-point ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme on a square grid of size 32 × 32 so that the
matrix is of size 900.
We take here b = b(1) , with ν = 10 and , = 10−2 . We choose tol = 10−12 . Here
m = 65 and j = 68, which corresponds to sj ≤ 10−12 c .
We compare CG and InitCG, using either classical Gram–Schmidt (CGS) or modiﬁed Gram–Schmidt (MGS) to implement the projection H ∗ . Figure 6.1 shows the
convergence curves to solve Ax = b for CG started with x−1 (dotted); for InitCG with
CGS, called unstable (dashed); and for InitCG with MGS (solid).
Because m is rather large, the initial error is very small in InitCG. Although CG
starts with x−1 = yj , InitCG converges much faster than CG thanks to the projection
H ∗ , with r0 = H ∗ r−1 .
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Fig. 6.2. Results for the matrix diag([1 : 500]) (Example 2). Dotted line: CG; dashed line:
InitCG; solid line: AugCG.

If m is small, then both formulations CGS and MGS yield the same result. But
here, with m = 65, CGS is unstable, as expected, and we will use MGS in what
follows, in both InitCG and AugCG.
6.2. Example 2: Impact of right-hand side. Since we study only the convergence behavior, we choose here a diagonal matrix for which we can easily choose the
eigenvalues. This is quite usual, as noted in [30, 29]. We choose A = diag([1 : 500]).
Figure 6.2 shows the results for b(1) and b(2) . For both right-hand sides, m = 30
and tol = 10−9 . For b = b(1) , ν = 1 and , = 10−2 .
InitCG (dashed line) and AugCG (solid line) are similar for the “close” right-hand
side b(1) and much faster than CG (dotted line); they save about 90 iterations thanks
to r0 / b , which is much smaller than r−1 / b . In some cases, in particular when
tol is not too small, AugCG can converge in 1 or 2 iterations [2].
InitCG is not as eﬃcient as AugCG for the “far” right-hand side b(2) because
∗
H (b − c) is too large. InitCG and AugCG start with a better approximation than
CG, because b(2) is probably related somehow to c. InitCG and AugCG are similar
during the ﬁrst iterations, as expected, then AugCG has a better asymptotic rate
than InitCG. Also AugCG converges faster than CG, as expected. In this example,
AugCG saves about m iterations.
6.3. Example 3: Impact of size m. We study here the impact of the size
m on the eﬃciency of AugPCG. We use the matrix S1RMQ4M1, from the Cylshell
group of independent sets and generators.1 The matrix is of size N = 5489, with
133950 nonzero entries and a condition number equal to 1.81 × 106 . The matrix is
preconditioned by incomplete Cholesky IC(1).
We choose b = b(2) and tol = 10−9 .
Figure 6.3 plots the convergence curve of PCG (dotted line) and AugPCG (solid
lines) for m varying from 10 to 50.
1 http://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/data
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Fig. 6.3. Results for the matrix S1RMQ4M1 with the right-hand side b(2) (Example 3). Dotted
line: PCG; solid line: AugPCG with varying m.

Up to m = 40, AugPCG saves about m iterations, then it saves slightly less than
m iterations.
6.4. Example 4: Impact of preconditioning with the close right-hand
side b(1) . We take in this example the matrix S2RMQ4M1 from the same collection.
The matrix is of size N = 5, 489 with 134, 420 nonzero entries and with a condition
number equal to 1.77 × 108 .
We choose b = b(1) with ν = 1 and , = 10−3 . We choose m = 20 and tol = 10−6 .
Figure 6.4 shows the results with four incomplete Cholesky preconditioners with a
varying ﬁll-in: IC(1), IC(2), IC(3), and IC(4).
Here InitPCG is quite eﬃcient because both right-hand sides are “close.” The
initial relative residual r0 / b in InitPCG and AugPCG is much smaller than the
relative residual r−1 / b in PCG. It is almost equal to tol = 10−6 .
AugPCG saves about 36 iterations with IC(1) and about 20 iterations for the
other three preconditioners. For IC(1), the gain in the initial residual is relatively
more important because PCG converges slowly.
With all four preconditioners, the initial large gain is partly lost afterward because
the residual increases. It seems that the convergence curves of AugPCG and PCG
have similar patterns, with a shift of about m iterations.
6.5. Example 5: Impact of preconditioning with the far right-hand side
b(2) . We choose the same matrix S2RMQ4M1 and the parameters b = b(2) , m = 20,
and tol = 10−6 . Figure 6.5 shows the results for the preconditioners IC(1), IC(2),
IC(3), and IC(4).
InitPCG is not eﬃcient because the right-hand side b(2) is too “far” from c.
With all four preconditioners, AugPCG saves about 15 iterations, slightly less
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Fig. 6.4. Results for the matrix S2RMQ4M1 with the right-hand side b(1) (Example 4). Dotted
line: PCG; dashed line: InitPCG; solid line: AugPCG.

than m equal to 20. So, as in Example 4, AugPCG remains eﬃcient if the preconditioner improves. As in Example 4, AugPCG and PCG have similar patterns with a
shift of almost m iterations.
6.6. Example 6: Relative impact of preconditioning and size m. We
study here an example where CG converges slowly. We show the impact of preconditioning and of m. We choose the matrix S3RMT3M1 from the same collection. This
matrix is of size N = 5, 489 with 111, 579 nonzero entries. The condition number is
2.48 × 1010 .
We choose b = b(2) and tol = 10−6 . Figure 6.6 shows the results for m = 20 with
the preconditioner IC(1), m = 20 with the preconditioner IC(2), m = 50 and IC(1),
m = 100 and IC(1).
In all cases, InitPCG is not eﬃcient at all because the right-hand side is too far.
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Fig. 6.5. Results for the matrix S2RMQ4M1 with the right-hand side b(2) (Example 5). Dotted
line: PCG; dashed line: InitPCG; solid line: AugPCG.

Here, the initial error is of the same order as the error in CG.
With IC(1) and m = 20, AugPCG is not very eﬃcient because PCG did not
converge well in the seed system.
There are two ways to get a better eﬃciency. We ﬁrst improve the preconditioner.
With IC(2) and m = 20, AugPCG saves 15 iterations compared to PCG.
We then increase the number of vectors retained, while keeping the poor preconditioning IC(1). Whereas m = 20 does not improve convergence, m = 50 and m = 100
are quite eﬃcient.
If the seed system converges fast, then AugPCG is eﬃcient and m can be small.
If the seed system converges slowly, then m must be large for an eﬃcient acceleration,
but m is restricted by memory constraints. Indeed, the initial guess computation
requires the storage of m full vectors of length N . If secondary storage is used, the
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Fig. 6.6. Results for the matrix S3RMT3M1 with the right-hand side b(2) (Example 6). Dotted
line: CG; dashed line: InitCG; solid line: AugCG.

gain in iterations must balance the overhead due to I/O [3]. As we mentioned in
section 5, the initial guess computation involves BLAS2 operations of order m, so
that the CPU cost increases with m. This overhead depends upon the relative cost
of each iteration.
The optimal choice of m yielding a minimal CPU time is still an open question.
It is probably better to use a good preconditioner with a moderate m. Also it seems
that m must be large enough to capture the smallest eigenvalues of A, which mostly
aﬀect the convergence of CG [29, 27].
7. Conclusion. This papers considers the problem of solving Ax = b once another system Ay = c has already been solved, where A is symmetric positive deﬁnite.
The CG applied to Ay = c generates a Krylov subspace Km (A, s0 ), which is used in
the second system. The method InitCG computes an initial guess x0 and residual r0
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using a stable formulation of the A−1 -orthogonal projection H ∗ onto Km (A, s0 )⊥ . The
method AugCG not only starts with x0 , but also modiﬁes the descent direction pk for
k ≥ 0 using a cheap formulation of the A-orthogonal projection H onto Km (A, s0 )⊥A .
This paper shows that during the ﬁrst m/2 iterations, InitCG is equivalent to a
block CG method started with the 2-block [s0 , r0 ]. It also shows that convergence
of AugCG is governed by the condition number of H ∗ AH. Numerical experiments,
using CG or PCG, demonstrate the eﬃciency of the method.
Though this method is described here for only two systems, it can be easily extended to more by involving all previous Krylov subspaces in the current system.
However, the main drawback of this approach is the rapidly increasing memory requirement. But secondary storage can be used for large systems because it is used
only in the initialization part of AugCG. We implemented AugCG with secondary
storage in a wave-scattering problem [3]. Also, memory overhead is not crucial when
AugCG is applied to the interface problem in a domain decomposition framework [2].
A generalization of AugCG based on a deﬂation approach was investigated in [26] as
well as in [19].
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